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young and dynamic generaon. The world class infrastructure at our campus having latest 
technical labs, fully equipped classrooms, disnct innovaon centre help students to become 
trendseer. Our highly commied and educated faculty members are always available for the 
students to help them develop as successful future professionals. Our visionary founder Dr. O.P 
Bhalla saw a dream to serve this naon by developing our students into good human beings for 
serving the society. I can definitely say we are making a more to fulfilling his dream.

At Manav Rachna , we are commied towards pervasive 
quality educaon among the students who are the future of 
the new world. As it is rightly said “The bar of progress in any 
university is reflected through the researches done . At Manav 
Rachna, we believe in connual research & development and 
help them develop a taste for new research.We have proved 
ourselves so far on all quality benchmarks. A remarkable 
prprogress is observed in transforming Manav Rachna as brand 
which is one of the most preferred brands in the educaon 
sector. Manav Rachna has become a preferable choice among 

I am delighted to open the second issue of Newsleer of Department of Computer 
Applicaons. This newsleer is definitely a glass door showcasing all accomplishments of the 
department. My good wishes to FCA team for their connual hard work and commitment for 
the task. 

Message from the Vice President (Dr. Amit Bhalla)

Aer 22 years of successfully spreading educaon in the society, 
Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research and Studies is 
now one of the most preferred instute for new innovators and 
doers.  The Instute has a thrust for research and innovaons 
for which students are promoted to engross themselves in new 
developments for the good cause of the society. In this new era 
of technical developments, learning opportunies have 

increased which has led us to broaden our horizon in academic development of the students. 
We help them aain sustainable compe ve edge over others to survive in this highly dynamic 
environment.I am pleased to launch the second issue of newsleer of Faculty of Computer 
Applicaons which highlights the foremost comings and goings of the Department. The launch 
of this newsleer helps us to move closer to our founder visionary Dr. O.P Bhalla’s dream to 
develop our students not only as professionals but also as beer human beings to serve the 
society. Being into Computer Applicaons, the department is always engaged in explorave 
edueducaon for making students more aware of the happenings in the industry. Having students 
from diverse backgrounds, it is not easy to pace them in same track in computer applicaons.  

I owe a very special thanks to the team of FCA for this connuous endeavor.
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Message from MD, MREI (Dr. Sanjay Srivastava)

discoveries in their respecve fields. With its well-qualified faculty, effecve administrave 
funconing and congenial academic environment, MRIIRS makes every effort to further 
improve the standards of excellence in quality of research and teaching. To keep pace with the 
emerging challenges, review and up gradaon of course curricula and reformaon of 
examinaon system are connuously pursued. We welcome all those hard working young men 
and women who keenly desire to pursue quality higher educaon and research to join this 
University, and assure them that our exquisite campus will meet all their legimate needs to 
fulfillfulfill their ambions in life. Along with the educaon, our university provides a plaorm to 
inculcate the ethical values and social intellect in its students.
I congratulate FCA team for the launch of second issue of Newsleer which symbolizes 
coordinaon, quality and growth earned with hard work by each member of the department. I 
wish them good luck.

Our visionary founder Dr. O.P. Bhalla, a dynamic 
educaonist literally shaped an educaonal movement 
called Manav Rachna with the intent to create sound 
professionals and beer human beings. We, at MRIIRS 
connuously strive to achieve the new heights in this 
era. Having thrust on research and innovaon, our 
facules and students are commied to aain new 

Ever since its incepon, Manav Rachna has served as an 
interdisciplinary enty with the vision of imparng quality 
educaon for the ubiquitous development of budding human 
resources. This ‘temple of learning’ has excellent and 
state-of-the-art infrastructure facilies conducive to higher 
teaching-learning environment and research. The main objecve of 
the University is to provide higher educaon of global standards and 
hence,hence, all the programs are designed to meet internaonal 
standards. Highly experienced and qualified faculty members who 

are connuously engaged in maintaining and enhancing the student-centric learning 
environment through innovave pedagogy which forms the backbone of the University.I 
strongly believe that Faculty of computer Applicaons is progressing towards glory to impart 
extensive technical and holisc educaon, bracing the future generaons to play a construcve 
role in producing “Global Professionals”.  It is earnestly a proud moment to see that the 
students are moving ahead on the path of excellence, inculcang technical and ethical values in 
the Department of Computer Applicaons. 
This newsleer will strive to serve as a window to have an outlook towards the complete profile 
of the academic & co-curricular acvies, achievements and progress made during the recent 
past. I applaud team FCA for making the environment tech-savvy and efficient. I pray that 
almighty showers his divine grace and blessings to team FCA to reach the vision and effecvely 
take up the challenges in diversified domains. 
Warmest Congratulaons!
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Message from the Vice Chancellor (Dr. N.C. Wadhwa)



It has been our proud moment to watch departments taking the 
iniave to contribute with a high degree of improvisaon each 
year. I extend my best wishes to FCA team members and 
students for bringing out their second issue of news leer which 
highlights several major accomplishments of the past academic 
session. Such plaorm is required to spread informaon about 
departmental acvies among readers. We always expect our 
facultyfaculty members to help students in their overall personality 
development. The quality of this newsleer showcases the 
coordinaon, efforts of the students along with 

their faculty members.  The list of events menoned in the newsleer clearly represenng that 
students are exploring their future in the parcipave learning environment. On this note, I 
wish good luck to all the members of FCA family and best wishes for their future endeavors.

Message from the Registrar (Sh. R. K. Arora)

Message from the Pro Vice Chancellor (Dr. M.K. Soni)

The main aim of MRIIRS is to impart brilliant educaon, good 
research and providing the healthy compe ve plaorm to students 
for their 360o development. The Instute is wealthy with dynamic 
and rich experienced faculty members, world class infrastructure, 
muldisciplinary academic programs including graduate, post 
graduate and doctoral. A truly pulsang campus life is the hallmark 
of the University. With all this and a special emphasis on quality of 
edueducaon combined with community-oriented focus, the University 
has grown into a responsible instuon of higher educaon with 

social concerns. The new porolio of academicians is focused on ‘Learning and Quality’. We 
are, thus, commied to empower our students with knowledge, skills and vision to meet the 
challenges and opportunies of a rapidly changing world. We have devoted unprecedented 
energy and resources to student’s growth and success. Our faculty members & students are 
earning recognion at Naonal and Internaonal level and, they are drawing good amount of 
external research grants.

My good wishes to the Department & Faculty for the second issue of this Newsleer. The 
Newsleer is the transcript of any department analyzing quality of teaching, research and 
achievements by the department. I really look forward to reading about various achievements, 
acvies and arcles in this issue of Newsleer. I wish good luck to FCA team.
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acvely parcipang and conducng co-curricular and extracurricular acvies. Our newsleer 
will help readers to know various acvies held in the Department during last semester. In 
addion to this, our faculty members connue to publish and present top scholarly work with a 
range of diverse topics.  The range of research projects underway in the department is truly 
impressive, and we are associang Post graduate and undergraduate students in many of these 
projects.  I hope that you enjoy reading more about our department’s acvies. I wish to thank 
Dean FCA for encouraging and allow us to put up our ideas into reality under his able guidance. 
I I convey my good wishes to all faculty members & staff of the Department  who are dedicatedly 
involved for designing & publishing our newsleer and we look forward to the connued series 
of the newsleer in  future.

Message from the Dean (Dr. S. S. Tyagi)

We are leading significantly together with our 
inspiring faculty members and students. During the 
past semester, each of us has worked harder to 
accomplish all that we set out to do at the beginning 
of the session. The session began with some 
ambious agenda items, such as developing 
supporve networks of faculty, engaging in research 
toto ensure that we can help our students to reach 

paramount. The achievements of faculty members and students, such as 100 % placement of 
MCA students have connually demonstrated the importance and versality of the knowledge 
and hard work. I find myself ending the session sasfied and I hope readers will be movated 
too as they read about what we have accomplished together. A significant poron of our efforts 
is directed towards promong research opportunies for students and idenfying other ways 
to connect them globally adding to the richness and depth of the educaonal experience. 
Faculty members and students are acvely involved with various renowned professional bodies 
andand linkage with IT Industries. These networks create a valuable infrastructure of support and 
enhance the vibrancy and quality of the intellectual life at the University level.  While there is 
much to be done, I am confident that we are on the right path and our efforts will further 
advance our core educaonal, research and service mission. You can expect to hear more in the 
future.
I am also grateful to our alumni who generously contributed their thoughts and arcles in this 
issue and convey my good wishes to one and all members of editorial commiee who have put 
their best efforts to shape up this news leer.

It gives me immense pleasure to introduce the second 
issue of newsleer of 2018. The department has 
connued to take new iniaves and build on our 
established programmes. Fulfilling the ambion to 
make the research work a prominent feature of the 
Department, our faculty and students have connued 
to be acve in research, publishing papers and                  
prpresenng at conferences. Besides this, students are 

Message from the HOD (Dr. Shaveta Bhatia)
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MoU 
( Memorandum of Understanding )

provides organizaons with a unique blend of Recruitment,  Learning, Development and 
MicroApplicaons.
TheThe MoU was signed by Mr. Alok Narain, Co-Founder & Vice President, Stratemis HR 
Technologies and Dr. N.C. Wadhwa, Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS in the presence of Dr. M.K. 
Soni, Pro Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS, Sh. R.K. Arora, Registrar, MRIIRS, Dr. S.S Tyagi, 
Dean-FCA, Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA, Mr. R.P. Rath, Senior Vice President, Mr. 
Sidharth Das, Director, Stratemis HR Technologies and other senior dignitaries. This 
collaboraon will help in technical training and placement of students, consultancy and 
curriculum development.
BothBoth the pares will work on collaborave research and consultancy projects. The 
students’ knowledge and intellectual inputs will be used for project requirements 
originated by Stratemis HR Technologies. The Company will also fund selected 
consultancy projects at MRIIRS.

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed 
between Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute 
of Research and Studies (MRIIRS) and 
Stratemis HR Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Gurugram 
to bridge the gap between Industry and 
academia. Stratemis HR Technologies is an agile 
and dynamic provider of HR Soluons. It 
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Python Programming

Faculty Development Programmes

Faculty of Computer Applicaons organized five days Faculty Development Programme on 
PYTHON PROGRAMMING in associaon with Oxford University Press and technically 
supported by IEEE Computer Society, Delhi Secon and Computer Society of India during 4th 
July- 9th July 2018. 

FDP was inaugurated by Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Dr. N.C. Wadhwa along with other dignitaries; 
Dr. M.K. Soni - Hon’ble Pro Vice Chancellor, Shri R.K. Arora - Registrar, Dr. Naresh Grover - 
Dean Academics, Dr. S.S. Tyagi Dean – FCA and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD - CA

DDr. S.S. Tyagi – Dean FCA shared the importance of faculty development programme & training 
on the topic. He menoned in his lecture that this is the sole responsibility of faculty members, 
to upgrade themselves and transmits their theorecal and praccal knowledge in  their peer 
group and students. 

Dr. Reema Thareja, Professor Jaya Gera and Dr. Pree Rai Jain, renowned academicians from 
University of Delhi were the eminent speakers for the FDP. On 7th July 2018, Mr Siddharth 
Verma, Assistant Professor, FCA conducted 3 different sessions.

In the valedictory ceremony, Dr. M.K. Soni Hon’ble Pro Vice Chancellor was the guest of honour. 

The valedictory session was concluded with a vote of thanks by Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD – CA in 
which she paid her gratude towards all the dignitaries, eminent speakers who spared their me 
and the guests who came from far distance places to share their experse with the parcipants. 
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Faculty Development Programme

Next Generation Wireless Networks 

Faculty of Computer Applicaons organized an ICT based five days Faculty Development 
Programme on Next Generaon Wireless Networks in collaboraon with NITTTR Chandigarh 
during 16th July- 20th July 2018. 
The objecve of this programme was to understand the basics of wireless communicaons with IP 
address configuraon. Course introduced Cellular Technologies and helped to explore WLAN, 
MANET and VANET. Highlight of the course was to implement network scenarios in NS2 which 
would help facules and students in their current or future endeavors in professional prospect.

Faculty of Computer Applicaons organized an ICT based five days Faculty Development 
Programme on Next Generaon Wireless Networks in collaboraon with NITTTR Chandigarh 
during 16th July- 20th July 2018. 
The objecve of this programme was to understand the basics of wireless communicaons with IP 
address configuraon. Course introduced Cellular Technologies and helped to explore WLAN, 
MANET and VANET. Highlight of the course was to implement network scenarios in NS2 which 
would help facules and students in their current or future endeavors in professional prospects.
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Dr. S.S. Tyagi – Dean FCA inaugurated the session along with Dr. Shaveta Bhaa - HOD CA and 
welcomed all the parcipants. 
Dr. Tyagi enlightened and movated the faculty members to upgrade their knowledge and gave 
his good wishes to all the parcipants and coordinators of  faculty development programme.
Dr. Neha Gupta Associate Professor, CA  shared the details of resource persons and their expert 
areas. 

Dr. S.S. Tyagi – Dean FCA inaugurated the session along with Dr. Shaveta Bhaa - HOD CA and 
welcomed all the parcipants. 
Dr. Tyagi enlightened and movated the faculty members to upgrade their knowledge and gave 
his good wishes to all the parcipants and coordinators of  faculty development programme.
Dr. Neha Gupta Associate Professor, CA  shared the details of resource persons and their expert 
areas. 



Machine Learning using Python

Faculty Development Programme

Faculty Development Programme on “Machine Learning through  Python” was organized by 
Faculty of Computer Applicaons on 14th and 15th  September 2018. This FDP was being 
organized in collaboraon with IIT Kanpur and is technically supported by IEEE Computer Society, 
Delhi Secon and CSI Student Chapter, MRIIRS. 
OnOn 14th September, the programme was inaugurated by Dr M K Soni. Pro-Vice Chancellor, 
MRIIRS. The inaugural session started with the movang address of the Head of the 
Department, Dr Shaveta Bhaa. She movated the parcipants to learn the concepts of Machine 
Learning through hands-on sessions. Dr S S Tyagi, Dean FCA, the person who understood the need 
of this FDP, enlightened the parcipants about the various applicaons of Machine Learning in 
today’s world. Dr M K Soni, Pro-Vice Chancellor, MRIIRS, the person who is always there for the 
support and encouragement, expressed his happiness and congratulated FCA for conducng this 
prprogramme. 
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The resource person for the FDP was Mr Jeetendra Singh from ICT Academy, IIT Kanpur. In the 
first technical session, he covered the following topics: Introducon to Machine Learning and its 
applicaons. In the second technical session, he made the parcipants learn the soware 
PyCharm based on python used for machine learning through hands-on sessions.
TheThe faculty members from relevant departments of MRIIRS and other educaonal instutes took 
part in the FDP. The parcipants felt the programme was fruiul  and appreciated the resource 
person for the knowledge he shared on how the Android based mobile phones and Google maps 
are using machine learning for movement tracking.



Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organized an Expert Lecture on “Animaon : New 
Opportunies “   on 6th August, 2018 for final year students of BCA. 
Mr. Rajkumar, Assistant Professor presented the welcome address to the speakers. 
Ms. Neetu Sikka, Director, Maya Academy, was the eminent speaker for the day.  She discussed 
about the various topics on advanced animaon. Mr. Gurvinder Singh, Senior Producon Arst 
talked about the relevance of animaon technologies in our day to day life and job opportunies 
in the field. The session concluded with vote of thanks by Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA.
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Corporate Lecture 

Digital Marketing  

“Animation : New Opportunities “

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has organised Corporate Lecture on Digital Markeng  under 
the Alumni Connect Acvity on 31st August 2018 for the final year students of  MCA, BCA and 
B.Sc (IT). 
Mr. Prakash Pandey,  was the resource person for the day. He is currently working as an Audience 
Growth Manager in Indian Express, Noida. Earlier he was associated with News-x, a media house 
as Senior Manager.
DDr. Sonal Pathak -Alumni Coordinator FCA presented the welcome address to the speaker and 
inaugurated the session.
Dr. S. S. Tyagi,  Dean - FCA menoned in his lecture the importance of the knowledge of latest IT 
technologies for students. He also movated all the students to come forward with latest updates 
and share the acquaintance with their peer group. 



Expert Lecture

Ambient Intelligence 

Faculty of Computer Applicaons, MRIIRS organized an Expert Talk on “Ambient Intelligence : 
Convergence of Arficial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Biometrics, Cloud Compung and 
Internet-of-Things ” sponsored by IEEE Delhi secon and technically supported by IEEE 
Computer Society, Delhi secon on 25th September 2018.
Dr. Vincenzo Piuri, a renowned academician and scienst from University of Milan, Italy was the 
eminent speaker of the day. Dr. Piuri holds an illustrious posion in IEEE worldwide. He has been 
nominated for the 2019 IEEE President – ELECT.
DDr. N.C. Wadhawa, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Dr. M.K. Soni, Hon’ble Pro Vice Chancellor, Sh. 
R.K. Arora, Registrar, Dr. Krishan Kant, ED & Dean-FET, Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean-FCA, Dr. Shaveta 
Bhaa, HOD-CA were present during the programme.
The programme was aended by faculty members and students of MRIIRS and MRU including 
IEEE members.

Dr. Piuri received floral welcome by Dr. N.C. Wadhwa Hon’ble Vice Chancellor.
Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean-FCA presented a welcome address to Dr. Vincenzo Piuri and all dignitaries 
and parcipants . He expressed his gratude to Dr. Piuri for sparing his valuable me to address 
the parcipants.
Dr. N.C. Wadhwa, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor shared his words of wisdom with audience and 
movated all the faculty members and students to parcipate in such lectures.
DDr. Vincenzo started his lecture with the concept of arficial Intelligence and its importance in 
our daily life. He discussed about the cloud compung and its different usages. He shared his 
experse on the different topics of Internet of Things, Biometrics and Cloud Compung.  
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The session began with the presentaon of sapling as a token of respect to Prof. K. Subramanian, 
the eminent guest and speaker  by Dr Krishan Kant, ED & Dean, FET.
Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean-FCA presented a welcome address to all dignitaries and parcipants and 
expressed his gratefulness to Dr. K Subramanian and extended a hearty warm welcome.
PProf. K. Subramanian, Chair, IEEE Delhi Secon, a renowned academician was the eminent speaker 
of the day. He was the first director and Professor at Advanced center for Informacs and 
Innovave Learning (ACIIL).  He was one of the founder creators of Naonal Informacs Center, 
Under the Ministry of Communicaons and Informaon Technology, Government of India and 
served there for 32 years.  He gave the expert talk on “Data Scienst/ Engineer- A new emerging 
profession” with the concept of machine learning and arficial Intelligence. He further explained 
about data analycs and its importance in the current scenario. In his lecture, he menoned about 
dadata monezaon strategy, data agility concepts, data storytelling and cognive sciences. He also 
explored the areas like Robocs, security technology and cyber analycs.
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IEEE DAY 2018 

TECH-VIBES 2018

Faculty of Computer Applicaons, MRIIRS has celebrated IEEE Day :Leveraging Technology for a 
beer tomorrow”– “TECH-VIBES 2018” on 15th October 2018 technically supported by IEEE 
Computer Society, Delhi secon. It has been organized with an objecve to allow students to 
enhance their capability and learning skills in various domains.
It comprises of four different technical events named C Colosseum, Ex-quiz me, Website Designing 
and Thrust Talk where more than 200 students including IEEE members parcipated from Faculty 
of Computer Applicaons, MRIIRS and Faculty of Engineering and Technology, MRIIRS. 
DDr. N.C. Wadhawa, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Dr. M.K. Soni, Hon’ble Pro Vice Chancellor, Sh. R.K. 
Arora, Registrar, Dr. Krishan Kant, ED & Dean-FET, Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean-FCA, Dr Suresh Kumar, 
HOD-CSE and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA graced the occasion with their presence.



Technical Club(Gaming and Animaon) at FCA, MRIIRS conducted an excing PUBG E-sports 
compe on on 3rd October 2018 by the student organizers: Ankit Chaudhary, Anshul Pardhan, 
Nin Joseph, Raghav Rao, Himanshu  and Shivam under the guidance of  Dr. Rashmi Agrawal , Dr. 
Sonia Duggal and Ms. Sunita Joshi. Approximately 90 students from various departments of 
MRIIRS and MRU parcipated in this event.
Dean FCA congratulated the students for their enthusiasc parcipaon and movated them to be 
passionate to achieve their goals & learn from their experiences in life. He also informed  them that 
this passion can be converted into profession of game developer in future. HOD-CA also 
congratulated the parcipants and movated them for their acve parcipaon in different 
departmental acvies. 
The winners and runner ups were appreciated with cash prizes and token of parcipaon by Dr. 
S.S. Tyagi, Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, Dr. Rashmi Agrawal , Dr. Sonia Duggal and  Ms. Sunita Joshi.

Technical Club(Gaming and Animation) 

Open Source Technologies Club of FCA

Faculty of Computer Applicaons has constuted three technical clubs to augment the students in 
the respecve areas of computer science. These clubs help in culvang the professional 
development skills of the students. Open Source Technology Club organized Quiz compe on 
‘Technocract-2018’ on 23rd August 2018.
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Ms. Mridula Batra and Dr. Neha Gupta co-ordinated the event along with three student 
volunteers. The winners were facilitated with cash prizes and cerficates. 
Dr. S.S. Tyagi,Dean FCA, encouraged the students to parcipate in such events and also briefed 
about the importance of various Open Source Technologies. Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA, 
congratulated the winners and movated the parcipants.



Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR)

A team of five, under the supervision of Madam Sunita Joshi, Assistant Professor, Faculty of 
Computer Applicaons went for the cleanliness drive at Shiv Mandir on 27th July 2018.
As it coincided with Guru Purnima celebraon, lot many devotees who were present at mandir 
were fascinated by the dedicaon of Manav Rachna staff towards cleaning of Shiv Mandir 
selflessly.An internal sasfacon and being a part of Swacch Bharat Abhiyaan always gives a 
feeling of pride.

On 13th October 2018, Faculty of Computer Applicaons iniated the cleanliness drive at Old 
Faridabad Railway Staon. Dr. Anupriya Jain and Dr. Sonia Duggal along with 5 housekeeping 
staff had gone for the same. It was a good feeling as the staon was looking much clean and neat 
because of the regular visit by Manav Rachna under Dr.O.P.Bhalla Foundaon. The passengers 
who were waing at staon too were guided for effecvely using the  dustbins.
Thanks to Dr. O.P.Bhalla Foundaon for giving us the opportunity to have a feeling of sasfacon.
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Cleanliness Drive at Shiv Mandir

Cleanliness Drive at Old Faridabad Railway Station



72nd Independence Day Celebration

Faculty of Computer Applicaons celebrated 72nd Independence Day of India. All the faculty 
members and students gathered to celebrate this day. 
Dr. N.C. Wadhwa Hon'ble Vice Chancellor, Sh. R.K. Arora, Registrar,  Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean-FCA 
and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA were present during the programme.
Ms. Poonam Chadhary presented the welcome address.
DDr. S.S. Tyagi encouraged the students to parcipate in such events and to know about the rich 
culture of India. He also menoned that the importance of freedom should not only limited to 
words rather it should reflect in our acons also. 
Sh. R.K. Arora movated the students and faculty members to work hard to achieve their goals 
and give contribuon to progress of our country. He has sparked the heart and mind of all the 
present students and faculty members by the thought of taking the responsibility transferred by 
our freedom fighters.
DDr. N.C. Wadhwa congratulated the department to take iniave and organise such cultural 
events for students and let them know about the heritage culture of India. He showered his 
blessings on students and faculty members and gave his good wishes on this pious occasion. 
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Patrioc song “Ae mere vatan ke logo….”, sung by Ms. Sunita Joshi, Assistant Professor, FCA   
poured the hearts of all present member with patriosm. Everyone enchanted the Shaan 
Paath for world peace to avoid the war in naons and peace in human race to end the 
discrepancy between human races. Mr. Rajkumar, Assistant Professor, FCA presented his 
remarkable thoughts on the eve of Independence Day. 
A kite flying compe on and painng compe on were also organized for the students where 
they parcipated with full enthusiasm. 
The pThe program concluded with the Naonal Anthem and sweets distribuon.



Connect-Reconnect

ENTRANTS-2K18 

ENTRANTS-2K18, Fresher Party for newly admied students was organized by Faculty of 
Computer Applicaons on 10th September 2018. More than 250 students parcipated in the 
programme with full enthusiasm. 
Dr. M.K. Soni, Hon’ble Pro Vice Chancellor, Sh. R.K. Arora, Registrar, Dr. Naresh Grover, Dean 
Academics and Dr. S.S. Tyagi, Dean-FCA were present during the programme.
Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD-CA presented the welcome address to all the dignitaries.
DDr. S.S. Tyagi welcomed all the newly admied students in FCA and congratulated them for being 
part of Manav Rachna Family. In his address, he menoned the importance of 360o development 
of students.
Dr. Naresh Grover shared the importance of rich culture of Manav Rachna Educaonal 
Instuons with the students and encourage them to parcipate in maximum acvies along 
with the studies. 
Sh.Sh. R.K. Arora movated the students and faculty members to work hard to achieve their goals 
and give contribuon to progress of the organizaon. He also advised students to be in the 
discipline along with the studies and joy. 
Dr. M.K. Soni congratulated the department for organizing the event for newly asmied students 
in Manav Rachna Family. He showered his blessings on students and faculty members.
Ms.Ms. Jasmine – BCA 1st year was selected as Ms. Fresher and Mr. Jasraj – BCA 1st year was 
selected as Mr. Fresher. Mr. Shammy – BCA 1st year was selected as Best Ouit (Male). Ms. Anu 
Goel – MCA 3rd year was selected as Best Ouit (Female). Ms. Anjali – BCA 1st year was selected 
as Ms. Beauful and Mr. Tushar – BCA 1st year was selected as Mr. Hansdome.
The programme concluded with vote of thanks by Head of the department Dr. Shaveta Bhaa. 
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Alumni Connect

Faculty of Computer Applicaons was 
delighted to welcome Ms. Bhar Dua, Alumni 
of   MCA (2006-09) at the campus on 18.9.18. 
Ms. Bhar Dua  is working as a Senior  
Soware Developer  at Sapient, Gurugram. 
She met informally MCA & BCA students and 
shared her experience in Manav Rachna. Ms 
BharBhar  advised students to adopt learning 
a tude and commitment towards work in life. 

He has been in India for some personal work and decided to visit his Alma mater. He 
informally met FCA students and shared his experience in Manav Rachna. He  advised 
students to have commitments and learning a tude in life. He also met Dr. Shaveta 
Bhaa, HOD CA and shared his achievements of life. Dr. Shaveta Bhaa felicitated Mr. 
Brieda by presenng him a lapel pin of Manav Rachna and a souvenir as a token of 
respect. She also thanked him for the valuable suggesons about overall development of 
students.  He was also taken for campus tour  by Mr. Nikhil, Foreign Students 
CooCoordinator where he reminisced his me here as a student.

Faculty of Computer Applicaons Manav 
Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research & 
Studies Alumni Associaon was delighted to 
welcome Mr. Brieda Nsimba Muzembo, 
Alumni of  B.Sc (IT)  (2011-14) at the campus 
on 1.2.19. Mr. Brieda Nsimba is working as IT 
Manager, Ministry of Foreigner Affairs, 
Republic of ConRepublic of Congo.

She met Dr. S. S. Tyagi , Dean FCA and Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, HOD CA as well. Ms. Bhar    
shared essenal feedback and her experience with them. Dr. S. S. Tyagi thanked her for 
the valuable suggesons about overall development of FCA students. Dr. Shaveta Bhaa 
felicitated Ms. Bhar by presenng her a lapel pin of Manav Rachna. She was also taken 
for a  campus tour where she reminisced her me here as a student. She was enthusiased 
to see the developments at the campus and thanked her faculty for the support and 
guidance.
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Alumni  Corner

I pursued Bachelors of Computer Applicaons from 
esteemed Manav Rachna Internaonal Instute of Research 
and studies which has given me chance to enhance my skills 
and career as  IT consultant  which has been turned out to be 
one of the most fabulous decision of my life. I was placed in 
Tech Mahindra through campus placement drive which is a 
mulnaonal provider of Networking Technology Soluons 
andand Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) to various industry 
vercals. Mr. Anand Mahindra is the Chairman of Tech 
Mahindra,  headquartered at Pune and has its registered 
office in Mumbai. Inially, I was a bit nervous about alloed 
project of such a renowned company but gradually relieved because I had knowledge about almost every 
domain which was required in that project. I faced a bit difficulty in amalgamang with the culture. I had 
an American Client where we had to maintain website which included Development and Tesng. I was 
designated as Associate Soware Engineer and my job was to find bugs in the website and report it to 
the developer. There are 2 types of Soware Tesng – Automaon and Manual. When inially project 
was allocated, I was given Manual Tesng but with the skills and subjects I had learnt in college, I 
swiswitched to automaon within a couple of months which led to my promoon. We were taught several 
tools like JIRA, HPQC, TDP etc which are very important for any fresher to learn. In the end I would 
definitely like to thank all the faculty members and staff of MRIIRS for helping me in grooming capable to 
survive and grow in the IT sector. 

and then switched to Digital Markeng. From past five years, I am associated with Media industry. 
Presently, I am working   with Media house ‘The Quint’ as Digital Markeng Manager. MRIIRS played a 
very important role in grooming my personality and enhancing skills due to which I am able to deliver 
services as per the compe ve industrial demands. Comprehensive curriculum of the University 
includes various personality grooming courses which helps students to enhance so skills and groomed 
personality. I feel obliged to MRIIRS for giving me a plaorm to understand my area of interest. I learnt 
variousvarious skills along with academics which helped me a lot in establishing my career in the field of Digital 
Markeng. I would like to convey my hearelt gratude to the faculty members for their guidance and 
support  and bringing out the best out of me. 

Mr. Arjun Dilbaghi, BCA Alumni
BCA (2012 - 2015)

Mr. Prakash Panday, MCA Alumni
     MCA (2009-2012)
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I did Masters in Computer Applicaons from Manav Rachna Internaonal 
Instute of Research and Studies in 2012. I have made my career in the field 
of Digital Markeng. Digital markeng covers all markeng applicaons 
which use an electronic device or deals over the web. Many Industries 
employ digital channels such as Search Engine, Social Media, Google 
Adwords, Emails and Websites to connect with customers and provide just 
in me quality services. Digital markeng is a very versale field wherein 
oneone requires knowledge about HTML, Computer Language, Coding. 
Industries based on Digital Markeng uses Json schema and Opmize the 
JavaScript as well. Inially I started my career with e-commerce industry 



Robin Swami, 17/FCA/MCA(L)/019 
student of MCA, FCA has been 
selected by Accolite Soware 
India Pvt. Ltd at an annual package 
of Rs. 8  Lakh.  

Yash Verma of BSC(IT) third 
semester won the DT Fresh 
Face contest organized by 
Livon at DLF Mall, New Delhi 
on 24 September 2018 .

Rajiv Chadha, MCA third 
Semester student along with 
team of 21 members parcipated 
in the event LifeStyles on the 
theme “Khalis parade” & won 
first prize at IIT Delhi in the 
month of October 2018.
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Academic Achievement of Students :

1. Mr. Dhiranjan Thapa of MCA V Sem has been selected for 3 months training on ICTS 
projects under the guidance of Prof (Dr.) Dipanjan Goswami, Research and Development 
Lab, IIT-Delhi. 
2. Sachin Kumar Kamat of BCA III Sem, got cerfied from FreeCodeCamp, California, USA 
for successfully compleng course on Responsive Web Designing.
3.3. Rohan, of Bsc(IT) I Sem, got First Posion in Spectra Quiz Contest organized by MRCFL, 
MRIIRS.

Extracurricular Achievement of Students:
1.  Rajiv Chadda of MCA III students has won second prize in fashion show “Antaragni”, 
at IIT Kanpur.
2.  Rajiv Chadda of MCA III Sem and Mohammad Javed of BCA I Sem won third prize in 
fashion show at O.P Jindal University, Sonepat.
3.3.  Arjun Pillai of BCA I Sem, Shivam Kalra and Himanshu Mavi of MCA III Sem awarded 
first posion and facilitated in “Zenithace the Excellence” under aegis of Career 
Development Centre at Manav Rachna Campus, Faridabad.
4. Prabha Khandelwal, BCA IV Sem got Bronze medal in Vollyball at MNIT, Jaipur.
5. Krishna, BCA II Sem got 2nd prize in 100m race in “Spardha ” 2018.
6. Prabha, BCA VI Sem got 2nd prize in girls table tennis in “Spardha” 2018.
7. Divyanshu, BCA IV Sem got first prize in table tennis in “Spardha” 2018.
8.8. Prabha, BCA VI Sem won in badminton singles in “Spardha ” 2018.
9. Vijay and Parth of BCA IV Sem won Badminton singles in “Spardha” 2018.
10. Aryan Jha of BCA II Sem and Gaurav of BCA IV Sem got second posion in Fashion 
show in CUFEST, Chandigarh.

Student 
Achievements
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Arficial Intelligence (AI) is the field of computer science dedicated to solve cognive 
problems commonly associated with human intelligence, such as learning, problem 
solving, and paern recognion. Arficial Intelligence, oen abbreviated as "AI", may 
connote robocs or futurisc scenes, AI goes well beyond the automaons of science 
ficon, into the non-ficon of modern day advanced computer science. Professor Pedro 
Domingos, a prominent researcher in this field, describes “five tribes” of machine 
learning, comprised of symbolists, with origins in logic and philosophy; conneconists, 
ststemming from neuroscience; evoluonaries, relang to evoluonary biology; 
Bayesians, engaged with stascs and probability; and analogizers with origins in 
psychology. Recently, advances in the efficiency of stascal computaon have led to 
Bayesians being successful at furthering the field in a number of areas, under the name 
“Machine Learning”. Similarly, advances in network computaon have led to 
conneconists furthering a subfield under the name “deep learning”. Machine learning 
(ML) and deep learning (DL) are both computer science fields derived from the discipline 
of Arficial Iof Arficial Intelligence.
AI now powers so many real-world applicaons, ranging from facial recognion to 
language translators and assistants like Siri and Alexa, that we barely noce it. Along 
with these consumer applicaons, companies across sectors are increasingly harnessing 
AI’s power in their operaons. Embracing AI promises considerable benefits for 
businesses and economies through its contribuons to producvity growth and 
innovaon. At the same me, AI’s impact on work is likely to be profound. Some 
occupaons as well as demand for some skills will decline, while others grow and many 
chanchange as people work alongside ever-evolving and increasingly capable machines.
Broadly, these techniques are separated into “Supervised” and “Unsupervised” learning 
techniques, where “supervised” uses training data that includes the desired output, and 
“unsupervised” uses training data without the desired output.
AI becomes “smarter” and learns faster with more data, and every day, businesses are 
generang this fuel for running machine learning and deep learning soluons, whether 
collected and extracted from a Data Warehouse like Amazon Redshi, ground-truthed 
through the power of “the crowd” with Mechanical Turk, or dynamically mined through 
Kinesis Streams. 

From the Desk of 
Faculty
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Dr. S.S. Tyagi, (Dean FCA)

Artificial Intelligence



Many years have passed since invent of the computer took place. They have become 
easily accessible and more portable. New era computers no longer occupy huge spaces 
rather they can be pocketed and now they can be even worn as fully funconal gadget 
accessories. One such technology which has evolved from the world of innovaons is 
“Wearable Technology”. Wearable technology is a term for computer-powered devices 
which can be worn by user on the body. They are also called Body-Borne computers that 
have in its core an electronic device that is able to perform calculaons and process 
ininformaon. This technology is more advanced than Hand-Held Technology present in 
the market today because it can offer features of sensory and scanning such as 
biofeedback and tracking of physiological funcon. Tradional compung was based on 
the principle that the compung is the primary task whereas wearable compung 
doesn’t rely on this principle. Rather their noon is that user can do anything else even 
with the the compung. The value for wearable technologies have been increased in 
fitness and health industry tremendously.The increased demand of various fitness 
ttracking devices like Fitbit, MI Band etc. is making the market of wearable technology to 
expand drascally. These fitness devices can measure the total steps taken in a day, tracks 
sleep counts and even tracks the posion of the person using the device. One of the 
demandable example of wearable device is fitness band i.e. MI Band. This is a reasonable 
cost fitness and sleep tracking device built around Bluetooth connecvity, a 
accelerometer, a vibraon motor,3 LEDs with 30-day baery life. The band is made up of 
Dow Corning TPSiV material with potenal of low allergy. It is light weight making it less 
oobtrusive to wear. It is not only fitness and sleep tracking band ,but also let the users to 
unlock their phones without password when kept near the phone and even alerts about 
incoming calls. The implicaons and uses of wearable technology are far reaching and 
can influence the fields of health and medicine, fitness, aging, disabilies, educaon, 
transportaon, enterprise, finance, gaming and music. The goal of wearable technologies 
in each of these fields will be to smoothly incorporate funconal, portable electronics 
and computers into individuals’ daily lives.

Dr. Shaveta Bhaa, (HOD CA)

From the Desk of
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Wearable Devices



The increased demand of Big Data and Cloud Compung technologies have forced the 
organizaons to move from relaonal databases to non relaonal databases like NoSQL. 
A NoSQL database, also referred as non-SQL or non-relaonal or not only SQL database, 
is scalable, distributed, and highly reliable and has been designed to support the 
requirements of modern Web Based Applicaons. However, security remains a very 
challenging issue even in NoSQL database as security challenges that were inherent in 
the previous databases have not spared even NoSQL. NoSQL databases were designed to 
handlehandle large datasets to meet the requirement of Data Analycs and less emphasis was 
given on security during the design phase. Most of the NoSQL databases do not provide 
embedded security features in the database itself and developers have to insert security 
related soluons in the middleware. Also clustering feature of NoSQL databases add 
challenges in implemenng security pracces. NoSQL databases provide a very thin layer 
of security and to make NoSQL databases secure the vendors configure boom up 
security soluons and solves security issues on adhoc basis. Also NoSQL databases use 
didigest based authencaon or HTTP basic which are vulnerable to Man-in-the-Middle 
Aack. NoSQL databases can be made secure by creang a virtual secure layer using a 
framework or by implemenng a middleware. Middleware induces object level security 
at the column level; ensuring no direct access to the data. However, data can only be 
accessed using the controls configured within the middleware. 
NoSQL databases lack various security features such as authencaon, authorizaon, 
integrity indicang that sensive data is safer in tradional DBMS. Relaonal databases 
have adopted highly protected mechanisms to provide the security services but they also 
faces many security threats like Cross Site Scripng , SQL Injecons, , Root Kits etc. 
NoSQL has inherited the security issues of tradional RDBMSs along with its own due to 
the enhanced features of the NoSQL databases. In NoSQL database environment, the 
nodes are distributed to enable Parallel Compung that increases the aack surface 
whichwhich results in implementaon of more complex procedures for security. Apart from 
distributed environment, data from a variety of nodes move from one node to another 
which leads to sharing of data and increases the risk of the. 

From the Desk of 
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Dr. Neha Gupta (Associate Professor, CA)

NoSQL Security 
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Blockchain is the leest Buzzword these days. And that is mainly because it’s backbone behind 
one of the very famous Crypto-Currency in the world - the Bitcoin. Blockchain is the algorithm 
for Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT ). DLT and Blockchain as a concept can be used in varied 
applicaons beyond crypto-currency network like, Real Estate, Logiscs, Banking & Financial 
Sector, Fin-Tech and Elecons & Surveys. And the list is endless and expanding daily. 
MaMany Governments and  leading Banks have decided to bring many of their convenonal 
transacons on Blockchain concept. The applicaons and potenal of this framework is huge 
and is considered to be changing the way in transact in various domains.  In simple words, 
Blockchain can be defined as a chain of the block that contains informaon. The technique is 
intended to mestamp digital documents so that it's not possible to backdate them or temper 
them.
TheThe blockchain is a Soware Protocol (like SMTP is for email). However, Blockchains could not  
run without the Internet. It is also called Meta-Technology as it affects other technologies. It is 
comprised of several pieces: a database, soware applicaon, some connected computers, 
etc.
Somemes the term is used for Bitcoin Blockchain or The Ethereum Blockchain and somemes 
it's other virtual currencies or digital tokens. However, most of them are talking about the 
distributed ledgers. Few advantages of implemenng Block chain are: - 
DeceDecentralized System
The Blockchain system follows a decentralized approach when compared to banks and financial 
organisaons which are controlled and governed by Central or Federal Authories. Here, 
everyone who is part of the system becomes equally responsible for  the growth and downfall 
of the system.
Public Ledgers
TheThe ledger which holds the details of all transacons which happen on the Blockchain, is open 
and completely accessible to everyone who is associated with the system. Once you join the 
Blockchain network, then you can download the complete list of transacon since its iniaon. 
Verificaon of Every Individual Transacon
Every single transacon is verified by cross-checking the ledger and the validaon signal of the 
transacon is sent aer a few minutes. Through the usage of several complex encrypon and 
hashing algorithm, the issue of double spending is eliminated.
  

Ms. Meenaakshi N Munjal  (Assistant Professor, CA)

Blockchain



Brain-computer interface (BCI) systems allow users to communicate without movement 
and provide a direct electronic interface to convey messages and commands from the 
brain to a computer. A BCI system monitors conscious electrical brain acvity via 
ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG) signals and detects paerns that are generated by the user. 
Aer the EEG is digized, it is processed via digital signal processing algorithms to convert 
the EEG into a real-me control signal. By establishing a communicaon link between a 
subject and a computer, BCI can enable physically disabled people to perform many 
acvies,acvies, which improve their quality of life and producvity, allowing them more 
independence .
BCIs are named according to the type of brain acvity used for control. Amongst several 
categories of EEG-based BCIs, including P300 , Steady State Visual Evoked Potenal 
(SSVEP) , Event Related Desynchronizaon (ERD) , and slow corcal potenal based , This 
type of BCI has recently been the focus of many studies, is relavely easy to use for a 
control signal, and has shown great potenal to be used in several different applicaons. 
The P300 is a component of the Event-Related Potenal (ERP) first reported by Suon. 
An ERP is an Electrophysiological response to an internal or external smulus. It is a 
fluctufluctuaon in the EEG that is elicited by and is me-locked to a sensory, motor, or 
cognive event. The P300 is the largest ERP component and can be generated during an 
oddball paradigm. In an oddball paradigm, subject is presented with a sequence of 
events that can be categorized into two classes such that one of them is rarely presented. 
The infrequent event generates the P300 peak about 300 ms aer smulus onset. P300 
is involved with the process of memory modificaon or learning and things appear to be 
learned if, and only if, they are surprising. Overall, it is likely that P300 BCIs will remain 
pprominent in the foreseeable future, but will probably grow further and further away 
from the canonical 6 × 6 matrix with single row and column flashes.
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Ms. Poonam Chaudhary (Assistant Professor, CA)

Brain Computer Interface
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Research papers published in Renowned Journals



Faculty 
Achievements

Research Publications of Faculty Members in International Conferences :

Invited as Speaker / Session Chair : 
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Faculty 
Achievements

CONFERENCES / WORKSHOP / SYMPOSIUM  Attended by the Faculty Members:
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Faculty 
Achievements

Books Authored by Faculty Members :

Research Publications of Faculty Members in National Conferences / Seminars / Workshops :
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Students Placed

Placed Students of MCA(L) 2017-2019
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Students Placed
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Placed Students of BCA 2016 - 2019 

Placed Student of BSc-IT  2016 - 2019 



Supplements in FCA

Professional Memberships

Students ACM Membership

75
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Dr. S S Tyagi, Dr. Shaveta 
Bhaa, Dr. Anupama Pankaj
Dr. S S Tyagi, Dr. Shaveta 
Bhaa, Dr. Anupama Pankaj



Students 
CSI Membership
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Students
CSI Membership
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Prince Bareja & 
Robin Swamy

Supplements 
in FCA
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Technical Clubs

Passout Students

BCA-'A' (2016-2019)MCA (2017-2019)

BCA-'B' (2016-2019) BSc.-IT (2016-2019)



Faculty of Computer Applications

Our Recruiters

MANAV RACHNA INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE 
OF RESEARCH AND STUDIES 

Sector - 43, Delhi - Surajkund Road,
Faridabad - 121004, (Haryana), India 


